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A comprehensive understanding of the randomness, arbitrariness, and complexity of the visitors’ behavior and interaction in a
museum is important because it is associated with the design. )ere is still uncertainty about how to characterize the visitors’
behavior and interaction.)e fractal dimension was used in this study to indicate the geometrical form of the aged’s, the families’,
and the students’ walking trajectories.)e study results represented that all three sorts of the walking trajectory fractal-dimension-
time curves fluctuated in the early stage. A remarkable exponential converges could then be observed.)emean fractal dimension
after the convergence of the aged’s, the families’, and the students’ walking trajectory was nearly 1.8, 1.6, and 1.2, respectively.
Furthermore, the behavior characteristics of these three sorts of visitors were quantified and the reasons were speculated and
inferred. )e comprehensive consideration of fractal geometry can aid in visitors’ behavior modeling and museum design.

1. Introduction

A qualified museum design could evidently improve visitors’
experiences. In recent years, the interactive design theory of
museums has been substantially developed. )e interactive
design method considers the visitors’ behavior would in-
fluence the design of the building and the deployment of
exhibits. )is design method is commonly based on the
visitors’ behavior, as well as the interaction among the
visitors, the exhibits, and the museum space [1]. With the aid
of interaction research, the architect paid more attention to
the visitors’ feelings and feedback. )e visiting experience
has been then remarkably enriched and improved [2].
However, the visitors’ behavior represents obviously ran-
dom, arbitrary, and complex. Limited to the theory and
technology, the visitors’ behavior and the interaction are
difficult to be studied and explained comprehensively.

Modeling the visitors’ behavior is the basis of interaction
research. )e visitors’ behavior and interaction would in-
fluence the design directly.)e interactive communication is
the key to the museum design [3]. Different theories exist

regarding the quantification of behavior and interaction.
)ese theories may be classified according to indicator and
study manner into two main categories [4, 5].

)e first common manner is mainly focusing on the
singleton behavior. Using this method, the singleton be-
havior, for instance, the visitors’ behavior, cognition, and
perception, could be studied. Based on the quantification of
these behaviors, the interactive design theory would be
developed. As the capacity of museums to display infor-
mation to visitors is acutely limited by physical space, these
studies are helpful in museum design [6]. )e studies
provide evidence that multitouch interactive exhibits which
enable visitors to explore large scientific data sets and can
provide engaging and effective learning opportunities [7].
Besides, several findings emphasize the importance of
carefully considering recruitment decisions in museum
research and evaluation [8–10]. )e feature of these sin-
gletons could be considered as the main reference to de-
signing. However, the interactive design based on the
singleton behavior could only provide the fundamental
properties of space and exhibit location. It is difficult to
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quantify the influence between different elements, which do
not improve the design effectively.

)e other theory is mainly focusing on multielement
interaction.)e elements discussed contain the visitors, the
building, and the exhibits. )en, the interaction among
these elements would influence the design of the building
and the deployment of exhibits. )is manner has been
significantly developed with the aid of digital technology
and device, based on which the interaction between the
visitors and the exhibits could be obtained effectively.)en,
the researchers implement the sociology environmental
psychology and numerical simulation, synthetically to
analyze the interaction [11]. In this theoretical frame, the
method of increasing visitors’ experience through greater
interaction and engagement has been discussed [12]. Using
digital technology, the building unit, materials, and in-
telligent equipment could be inserted in the interactive
museum [13, 14]. Although the studies on the multielement
interaction provide a method to quantify the interaction, its
randomness, arbitrariness, and complexity have not been
described reasonably.

)e random, arbitrary, and complex features of the
interaction would influence the walking trajectory and ex-
hibits design directly. As it is difficult to be studied and
explained comprehensively, the researchers and architects
have to introduce the assumptions and hypothesis inten-
tionally or use a number of smart equipment to compensate
for the inadequate model. )is restricts the development of
the museum design and the interactive theory.

)e fractal theory, which provides a general framework
for the study of the random, arbitrary, and complex ob-
jectives, has been introduced [15–17]. )e fractal dimension
of the random curves could be obtained conveniently based
on the box-counting method [18]. )is fractal dimension
calculated by applying the box-counting method is named as
box-counting dimension (BCD) [19]. Fractal theory and
BCD have been introduced in the domain of museum design
and the interactive theory, which could help us to investigate
building’s visual complexity [20], to discuss the deploy ar-
tistic exhibits [21], and to assess the atmospheric pollution
impact on the microstructure of marble surfaces [22].

In this study, one classic type of visitors’ interaction, i.e.,
their walking trajectories were analyzed and discussed based
on the fractal geometry. Considering a walking trajectory as
a two-dimensional random curve, its geometrical charac-
teristic was quantified. )en, the randomness, arbitrariness,
and complexity of the visitors could be studied. It is of great
necessity to describe and model the visitor behavior and
interaction in the museum, which will be of interest to the
researchers and architects.

2. Box-CountingMethod for Numerical Objects

BCD is one of the common types of fractal dimension that
can represent the fractal and geometrical properties of
objects [23]. Moreover, the BCD has a significant advantage
of being easily measured with unknown gradation [24].
)erefore, it is one of the most widely applied methods of
determining the fractal dimensions of objects.

As the algorithm represented in Figure 1, the BCD of a
numerical objective could be practically estimated from the
slope of a series of points plotted in a log-log plot.)eX and Y
coordinate of each point could be calculated by ln Nbox and
ln δ, respectively, where Nbox represents the smallest number
of box of side δ that covers the objective. Usually, the initial δ
is set as a quarter of the length of the objective’s side, and the
minimum δ is the pixel unit. Moreover, the plateaus of the
log-log plot should be eliminated. Specifically, if several se-
quential Nbox counted by different δ is the same, only the first
element in this group of points would be retained.

3. Case Study

3.1. Museum J. Armand Bombardier. )e Museum
J. Armand Bombardier (J. AB) located in the Montreal
suburb is considered compact and tourist-friendly.)ere are
not many partition walls inside. )e action data of tourists
could be observed readily. As shown in Figure 2, J. AB
contained several main areas, three general exhibition halls,
a temporary exhibition hall, a multimedia room, a recreation
area, a shopping area, and offices.

In this case study, the Idea Studio, one of the three
general exhibition halls, was selected and analyzed. As
shown in Figure 3, this hall had three entrances. Entrance A
locates the closest to the door of the museum. )erefore,
most tourists entered by entrance A and exited by entrance
A, B, and C. Besides, the brown block shown in Figure 3
represented the exhibits. )e tourist in J. AB consisted of the
students, the family, and the aged.

3.2. Geometric Characteristic of Walking Trajectory. )ree
sorts of tourists were observed and studied in this paper, i.e.,
the student, the family, and the aged. Ten subjects of each sort
were discussed. Five cameras and one key mission equipment
were applied to observe and record the tourists’ walking
trajectories. )en, the data recorded by these cameras and
equipment were processed in a holographic 3D optical
projection system. Finally, the walking trajectories could be
plotted according to the output of the holographic 3D optical
projection system. More details about the holographic 3D
optical projection system could be found in [25].

)e fractal dimension was introduced to quantify the
geometrical characteristic of the varied tourists’ walking
trajectories. A walking trajectory could be considered as a
location-time curve in a two-dimensional plane. Noting the
index set T as the whole visiting time, D(t) represented the
box-counting dimension of the tourist’s walking trajectory
before the moment t, t ∈ T.

)ree sorts of walking trajectories and their D(t) were
discussed in this case study.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Walking Trajectory. )e walking trajectories of the ten
visitors of each sort were plotted as black lines in
Figures 4–6, respectively. )e pink point in the record
represented the places tourists stopped and stayed. )e area
of the pink point represented the staying time; the larger
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pink area indicated a longer staying time. )e minimum
staying time in this study was set as 15 seconds. Once the
tourist stayed in a location for more than 15 seconds, a pink
point would be generated.

It should be noticed that the students who visit J. AB
usually aim to finish the homework according to the
questionnaire survey. )ey visit the museum in extracur-
ricular time. )e walking trajectory shown in Figure 4
demonstrated that the visit route of students is relatively
fixed. )e students showed not much interest in other
unrelated exhibits. In order to finish the homework, the
students who visit J. AB preferred to arrive at the specified
position, whichmight be the topic of the homework. Besides,
the larger pink points represented that students would stay
in this specified position for a longer time.)ey might spend
time finishing the homework closed to the relative exhibit.

)e families usually visit J. AB at the weekend. )ey
prefer to follow the route signs marked by the museum. )e
number of pink points in Figure 5 represented a higher
frequency of staying. However, they did not stay for a long
time. Meanwhile, according to the walking trajectory shown

Figure 2: Construction plan of Museum J. Armand Bombardier.
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Entrance A Entrance C

Figure 3: Construction plan of the exhibition Idea Studio.

Figure 4: Residence status recording of the student.
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Figure 1: Algorithm of the box-counting method.
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in Figure 5, this sort of the visitor did not retrace back too
often.

)e visiting time of the aged was more arbitrary. )e
walking trajectory in Figure 6 shows a much more casual
visiting route. Besides, the larger pink points represented
that the aged would stay near the exhibits for a longer time.

4.2. Box-Counting Dimension of Walking Trajectory. Ten
subjects’ walking trajectory was randomly selected. Since
visitors spent different time periods in J. AB, all the walking
time was divided into 1000 parts proportionally. As men-
tioned in Section 3.2, considering the walking trajectory as a
two-dimensional curve, the curve before the moment t could
be plotted. )en, the BCD of this part of the subject’s
walking trajectory could be obtained according to the
method introduced in Section 2, which was noted as the
BCD of sample 1 before the moment t. )e average of the
BCDs of these ten subjects’ walking trajectory could be noted
as the BCD before the moment t. Finally, a BCD-time curve
could be obtained by repeating this operation. )is method
was drawn schematically in Figure 7. )ree sorts of walking
trajectories and their D(t) could be obtained by imple-
menting this method, which is shown in Figure 8.

All the box-counting dimension curves of visitor’s
walking trajectories were plotted in Figure 8. Before the
converge, all the dimensions fluctuated remarkably. )en,
the curves converged almost exponentially. After this ob-
vious convergence, all the box-counting dimensions fluc-
tuated slightly in a mean value. )e mean fractal dimension
of the aged’s walking trajectory was the highest. A higher
fractal dimension implied a higher complexity. )e walking
trajectory with a higher fractal dimension usually displays
more randomly. )e highest fractal dimension might be
caused by their arbitrary movement discussed in Section 4.1.
Comparatively, the smaller value after converge of the
families might indicate that their visiting manners were
more regular. )e fractal dimension of students’ walking
trajectory was between the other two sorts. )at might be
caused by varied homework. Each curve would be discussed
as follows.

)e box-counting-dimension-time curve plotted in
Figure 9 implied that the duration of its fluctuation was the
longest. Furthermore, the power function, y � AxB, fitted
both its upper and lower envelopes well. Two reasons might
cause this fluctuation. (1) In its early stages, the geometrical

and fractal characteristics of the walking trajectory would
change with time obviously. D(t) might then be very dif-
ferent from D(t + Δt), where Δ is a small increment of time.
(2) In the early stages, the walking trajectory was not that
long. )e dimensions fluctuated remarkably before the
convergence might be caused by the box-counting method
introduced in Section 2. Specifically, in the early stages, the
walking trajectory was short and more random than the
latter. )e length and the complexity of the walking tra-
jectories in adjacent moments changed significantly. )e
number of boxes counted in debut would change remark-
ably, which caused D(t) fluctuant. )en, the walking tra-
jectory extended with time, the difference between two
adjacent moments diminished. Its BCD more and more
weakly and finally became stable.

Meanwhile, the mean fractal dimension of the aged’s
walking trajectory was nearly 1.8. )e fractal dimension
between 1.0 and 2.0 was commonly seen in the complex and
random two-dimensional curves, for instance, the Koch
curves (1.2618). )is value demonstrated that the aged’s
walking trajectory is a fractal pattern existing in two-di-
mensional space.

)e box-counting-dimension-time curve plotted in
Figure 10 implied that the duration of its fluctuation was
shorter than that of the aged. Also, the power function fitted
both its upper and lower envelopes well.)e coefficients ofA

and B demonstrated its faster convergency. Meanwhile, the
mean fractal dimension of the students’ walking trajectory
was nearly 1.6. )is value demonstrated the aged’s walking
trajectory more complex and random than the students’
walking trajectory.

)e box-counting-dimension-time curve plotted in
Figure 11 implies that the fluctuation before the convergence
was the most slight, and the duration of fluctuation before
the convergence of families’ BCD was shortest. Also, the
power function, y � AxB, fitted both its upper and lower
envelopes well. Meanwhile, the mean fractal dimension of
the students’ walking trajectory was nearly 1.2. )is value
demonstrated the families’ visiting path less complex and
random than the other two.

)e BCD of the students’ walking trajectory could be
observed hither than the families’ walking trajectory. We
considered the following two reasons: (a) the BCD-time
curves represented the BCD obtained by ten visitors’ walking
trajectory average. )ere are three entrances of the museum,
students might select a different one. Meanwhile, despite the

Figure 5: Residence status recording of the family. Figure 6: Residence status recording of the aged.
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same visiting reason of students, i.e., finishing homework,
they would work on different exhibits. )at is to say, the
visiting routes of varied students would differ. (b) Not all the
students could arrive at their destination from the entrance
directly. )ey might need to find the way, or get wrong and
turn back, or get attracted by other exhibits, and so on.)ese
two reasons might cause their visiting more random and

arbitrary. )us, higher complexity of students’ walking
trajectory was observed than the families’.

)e quantitative discussion above could support the
points introduced in Section 4.1. )e results and discussion
introduced in this study demonstrated that the geometrical
characteristic of varied visitors’ walking trajectories differed
remarkably. )e fractal dimension after the converge could
quantify this feature. Concerning the geometrical charac-
teristic of varied visitors’ walking trajectories as well as their
stay time, the museum design could be improved. For in-
stance, in the case of the students for a large proportion of
visitors, a wider space as well as several tables and chairs
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Figure 7: Schematic drawn of box-counting-dimension-time curve plotting method.
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Figure 9: Box-counting-dimension-time curve of the aged.
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would be more preferable in the area of several special
exhibit’s peripheries. Similar to the students, the higher
fractal dimension of the aged’s walking trajectories repre-
sented that they preferred a casual visit. Fewer partition walls
and more bold routing instructions might help these two
sorts of visitors. However, comparatively, in order to im-
prove the families’ visiting experiences, the designers could
add partition walls and exhibits, as well as detailed and
interesting descriptions in the museum.

5. Conclusions

)is study analyzed the geometrical characteristics, the
fractal dimension, of varied visitors’ walking trajectories in
the museum J. AB. )ree sorts of visitors, the aged, the
family, and the students, were discussed. )eir properties
were discussed in-depth. )e following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) All three sorts of the walking trajectories’ fractal-
dimension-time curves represented a similar pattern.
At the early stage, the dimensions fluctuated sig-
nificantly. A remarkable exponential converges
could then be observed. After this convergency, all
the dimensions fluctuated slightly in a mean value.

(2) )e mean fractal dimension after the convergence of
the aged’s, the families’, and the students’ walking
trajectory was nearly 1.8, 1.6, and 1.2, respectively.

(3) )e behavior characteristics of these three sorts of
visitors were quantified and the reasons were spec-
ulated and inferred.

)is study contributes to our understanding of char-
acterizing the geometrical form of varied visitors’ behavior
and its reason. )e comprehensive consideration of fractal
geometry and can provide a powerful tool for understanding
random, arbitrary, and complex interaction. )is study
could provide some essential information that will help
improve efficiency for museum researchers and architects.
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